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We report on two variations of the standard measurement technique used for making
picosecond ultrasonic and heat ﬂow measurements. In the ﬁrst variation, a resonant optical
cavity is produced above the surface of the sample. For a highly reﬂecting sample, this cavity
enhances the fraction of the energy of the pump pulse that is absorbed by the sample, and
also increases the change in the reﬂection of the probe pulse that results from the change
in the optical constants of the sample. In the second variation, a transparent optical mask
is placed just above the surface. This mask results in a periodic variation of the intensity
of the pump and probe beams across the sample surface, and makes possible the study of
lateral heat ﬂow in thin ﬁlms and nanostructures.
PACS numbers: 78.47.D-, 42.62.Eh, 43.35.Ns

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we report on two experiments in which modiﬁed versions of the conventional pump and probe technique for ultrasonic and thermal measurements are used.

II. EXPERIMENTS WITH AN OPTICAL CAVITY

In a conventional picosecond ultrasonic experiment, a sound pulse is generated when
a light pulse (“pump pulse”) is absorbed in a sample [1]. When an acoustic echo returns
to the surface of the sample, there is a small change ∆R(t) in the optical reﬂectivity of
the sample; this change is measured with a time-delayed probe light pulse. The magnitude
of ∆R(t) is typically on the order of 10−5 , but in some situations it may be smaller. To
measure ∆R(t), it is necessary to use lock-in detection and signal averaging to achieve
reasonable signal to noise.
The change in the reﬂected intensity comes about because the strain of the acoustic pulse results in a change in the optical constants of the material near to the sample
surface; the magnitude of this change is determined by the piezo-optic coeﬃcients of the
material. For this reason, one cannot carry out picosecond ultrasonic experiments when
these coeﬃcients are very small. For example, many commercial ultrafast lasers operate at
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FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of the optical cavity apparatus.

a wavelength near to 800 nm, a wavelength at which wavelength the piezo-optic coeﬃcient
for copper is nearly zero [2]. To make measurements in this situation, one possibility is to
determine the change in the phase of the reﬂected probe light, rather than the change in
the intensity. The phase change arises from the displacement of the sample surface. Several
diﬀerent types of interferometer have been used [3–9]. Normally, the fractional change in
the output signal from the interferometer is of the same order of magnitude as the change
in the phase, i.e., again one is making a measurement of a change in signal of the order of
10−5 or less.
In this paper, we report on experiments in which we place a mirror (distributed
Bragg reﬂector DBR) above the sample surface so as to form a resonant optical cavity.
The characteristics of the mirror can be chosen so as to enhance the absorption of the
pump light pulse and thereby to increase the amplitude of the generated sound. The cavity
can also be designed so as to give a large increase in the reﬂectivity change ∆R(t). The
eﬀectiveness of this technique can be improved by using slightly diﬀerent wavelengths for
the pump and probe light, or diﬀerent angles of incidence as described below. This make it
possible to maximize the absorption of the pump light while making the reﬂectivity of the
probe change by a large amount when the cavity spacing is changed by the displacement
of the surface of the sample.
The experiment is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The DBR has a reﬂectivity of 0.84
for 800 nm light, and the sample is a copper ﬁlm deposited onto a silicon wafer. The DBR
was mounted on a precision stage. This stage made it possible to maintain the separation
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FIG. 2: Optical reﬂectivity of the pump (dashed line) and probe (solid line) as a function of the
displacement of the dielectric Bragg reﬂector from a reference position. Measurements were made
for cavity spacings A and B.

between the DBR and the sample at an accuracy of approximately ±1 nm; the angular
orientation of the DBR was parallel to about 100 microradians. The pump and probe
beams were focused onto spots of diameter approximately 20µ, and so with the angular
control, the variation in the cavity spacing across the area of these spots was on the order
of 2 nm.
In Fig. 2, we show the results of measurements of the reﬂectivity of the pump and
probe light in the vicinity of a cavity resonance as a function of a change in the cavity
spacing from a reference position. For these data, the probe light was at normal incidence,
and the pump was at an angle of 8◦ from normal. The probe light was passed through a line
ﬁlter of bandwidth 3 nm to reduce the spread of wavelengths and give a sharper resonance.
By having the pump and probe at diﬀerent angles, we can ﬁnd a cavity spacing such that
the absorption of the pump is large, and the reﬂection of the probe changes rapidly with a
change in the cavity spacing.
For a DBR, the phase of the reﬂected light is not equal to the phase that would result
from reﬂection at the actual physical surface of the DBR. Thus, knowledge of the distance
between the surface of the DBR and the surface of the sample cannot be used to make a
deﬁnite determination of the order of a particular cavity resonance. We estimate that for
the resonance shown in Fig. 2, the physical distance between the DBR and the surface of the
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FIG. 3: Reﬂectivity change ∆R(t)/R as a function of the time delay of the probe light pulse. These
data were taken for cavity spacings A and B as indicated in Fig. 2.

sample is about 2µ, and that the resonance is the 4th or 5th cavity mode. The sharpness
of the resonance is limited by the ﬁnite reﬂectivity of the DBR and the sample, and by the
spectral width of the laser pulse. The resonance is further broadened because of the range
of propagation angles of the light making up each beam; this has a much larger eﬀect for
the pump than for the probe because the pump is not at normal incidence. The eﬀect of
the spectral width and the angular spread increases as the order of the cavity resonance
increases, and so it is advantageous to work with as low a cavity mode as possible. But in
order to do this, it is necessary to have the surfaces of the sample and the DBR free of any
contaminant particles.
In Fig. 3, we show data obtained with a sputtered copper ﬁlm with a thickness of
47 nm deposited onto a silicon substrate. The data were taken for the cavity spacings
indicated by A and B in Fig. 2. One can see from Fig. 2 that at these two cavity spacings,
the rate of change of the probe reﬂectivity has the opposite sign but approximately the
same magnitude. Signal B is larger because the absorption of the pump is larger, as can be
seen from Fig. 2.
In a recent paper [10], we have given a detailed theoretical analysis of the eﬀect on
the sensitivity of varying the reﬂectivity of the DBR, and have analyzed how the sensitivity
is aﬀected by the ﬁnite bandwidth of the pump and probe pulses.
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FIG. 4: Schematic diagram of the apparatus for studying lateral heat ﬂow.
III. EXPERIMENT WITH AN OPTICAL MASK

In a conventional picosecond ultrasonic experiment, the pump and probe beams are
each focused onto a spot on the sample surface that has linear dimensions of about 10µ.
Since the spot is usually large compared to the thickness of the sample, it is adequate to
treat the sound propagation and heat ﬂow as one-dimensional problems, although there are
some cases where this is inadequate. In soliton experiments, for example, the propagation
velocity is dependent on the strain amplitude and so the sound generated at diﬀerent
regions within the pump spot travels at diﬀerent speeds. There would be many advantages
of extending the basic pump and probe method so that one could study the propagation of
sound or heat in the lateral direction. There are a number of possible ways in which this
might be achieved. The spot size for the pump beam could be reduced [11, 12], thereby
generating a surface wave spreading outwards across the surface; this could be detected by
a probe beam focused at some distance from the pump. One could modify the sample so
that even though the pump and probe beams are not sharply focused, the pump and/or
the probe light would be absorbed to a diﬀerent extent in diﬀerent areas of the sample
surface [13–15]. The disadvantage of this is that the sample has to be modiﬁed. Finally,
one can use the transient grating technique in which the pump beam is divided into two
components that are incident on the sample at diﬀerent angles and produce an interference
pattern across the surface [16]. If these beams are at angles of ±θ from normal incidence,
the intensity has a period of
λ̃ =

λ
.
2 sin θ
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FIG. 5: Experimental data obtained with the optical mask (dotted curve). The solid line shows the
ﬁt to the data as described in the text.

Thus, for 800 nm light and θ = π/4, the period is 560 nm.
To achieve a shorter period than can easily be achieved through interference of two
light beams, we have used the setup shown schematically in Fig. 4. A transparent mask is
placed above the sample and the pump, and probe beams pass through this mask. Because
of the pattern of the mask, the intensity of the light reaching the sample varies periodically
across the sample surface. The SiO2 mask that was used for the measurements that we
report here consisted of a series of lines with a period of 200 nm, and the depth of the
trenches between the lines was 200 nm. The light wavelength was 800 nm, with the pump
at 45◦ from normal incidence and polarized with the electric ﬁeld parallel to the lines, and
the probe at normal incidence and polarized perpendicular to the lines. It can be expected
that as the distance of the mask from the surface of the sample increases, the amplitude
of the variations of the intensity with position on the sample surface will rapidly decrease.
Thus, in order to provide spatially patterned heating of the sample, it is essential to have
the mask at a distance from the sample that is less than the repeat distance of the mask. In
previous work in our laboratory, measurements were made with a mask of period 1µ [14].
For the 200 nm mask used here, getting the mask suﬃciently close to the sample surface is
a signiﬁcant experimental challenge. We will describe work on this in a separate paper.
n Fig. 5, we show data taken with the mask on an Al ﬁlm of thickness dAl = 20 nm
deposited onto a GaAs substrate. The measured quantity is the change ∆R in the optical
reﬂectivity as a function of the time delay t of the probe relative to the pump. The data in
the time range out to 100 ps can be well ﬁt by the expression
∆R(t) = 2.9 × 10−5 + 7.5 × 10−5 exp(−t/30).

(1)
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We can understand this as follows. If measurements were made without the mask so that
the Al ﬁlm was heated uniformly, there would be a change in optical reﬂectivity proportional
to the temperature change ∆T (t) (thermoreﬂectance). The ﬁlm would cool by conductance
across the interface into the GaAs. The rate of cooling would be governed by the Kapitza
conductance σK , and so
∆T (t) = ∆T (t = 0) exp(−t/τK ),

(2)

τK = CAl dAl /σK ,

(3)

where

and CAl is the speciﬁc heat per unit volume of Al. A reasonable value to expect for σK is
10,000 W cm−1 K−1 , and this leads to the value 480 ps for τK . In fact, the cooling will be
slower than this because of the thermal resistance of GaAs. Thus cooling by heat ﬂow into
the substrate does not explain the component on ∆R(t) that decays with a time constant of
30 ps, but only contributes to the decrease in ∆R(t) at much longer times (approximately
represented by the constant term in Eq. 3). It appears that the 30 ps component originates
from the lateral heat ﬂow in the Al. To analyze this we ﬁrst note that for a 20 nm Al ﬁlm,
the heat deposited by the pump pulse will spread throughout the thickness of the ﬁlm in
a time which is of the order of 1 ps. The time for a lateral temperature variation with
periodicity L to relax is governed by the time constant
τlateral =

CAl L2
4π 2 κf ilm

(4)

where κf ilm is the thermal conductivity of the ﬁlm. Using L = 200 nm, the value required
to give the measured value of 30 ps is κf ilm = 0.82 W cm−1 K−1 . This compares with
the standard value for the thermal conductivity of bulk Al of κAl = 2.37 W cm−1 K−1 . A
signiﬁcant reduction in the thermal conductivity for a ﬁlm relative to the conductivity for
bulk material is to be expected. We had hoped to check the experimental result through
the measurement of the electrical conductivity σf ilm followed by the use of the WeidemannFranz law to estimate κf ilm , but it is extremely diﬃcult to make a reliable measurement of
σf ilm for a thin and very soft ﬁlm of aluminum.
It is worthwhile to note that the use of a mask with a short repeat distance is essential
for this measurement of the thermal conductivity. If we had used a mask with repeat
distance 800 nm, or the interference of two pump beams to make a grating with this
period, the time τlateral would have increased to 480 ps. Then the rate of decay of ∆R(t)
due to lateral heat ﬂow and heat ﬂow into the substrate would be comparable, and it would
be very diﬃcult to extract the thermal conductivity of the ﬁlm.
At present, we have no quantitative theory of the magnitude of the signal ∆R when
an optical mask is used. To construct such a theory, it is necessary to consider several
diﬀerent physical eﬀects. The change in the optical reﬂectivity of the Al ﬁlm gives one
contribution. However, it is also necessary to include the eﬀect of the surface displacement
of the Al which changes the distance between the ﬁlm surface and the mask (the initial
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value of this separation is not reliably known). A temperature-induced change in the phase
of the optical reﬂectivity coeﬃcient of the ﬁlm will have an eﬀect similar to that of surface
displacement and also needs to be allowed for.

IV. SUMMARY

We have reported on measurements made using two variations of the basic picosecond
ultrasonic and heat ﬂow technique. These variations make possible ultrasonic measurements
on materials that show no signiﬁcant piezo-optic response, and the study of lateral heat
ﬂow in thin metallic ﬁlms.
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